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The novel opens with Aunt Polly scrounging the house in search of her nephew, Tom Sawyer. She finds him in the closet, discovers that his hands are covered with jam, and prepares to give him a whipping. Tom cries out theatrically, “Look behind you!” and when Aunt Polly turns, Tom escapes over the fence. After Tom is gone, Aunt Polly reflects sadly on Tom’s mischievous and how she lets him get away with too much.

Tom comes home at suppertime, and Aunt Polly will not let him eat dinner without telling her about his adventures. During supper, Aunt Polly asks Tom what happened to him. Tom claims he was not skipped school that afternoon, and he was not caught by the schoolmaster. Aunt Polly is satisfied.

Tom goes out of the house in search of an adventure. While wandering the streets of St. Petersburg, Tom encounters a pair of runaway slaves who are being pursued by bounty hunters. Tom’s sense of adventure and eventually chases the runaway slaves all the way home.

When he returns home in the evening, Tom finds Aunt Polly waiting for him. She notices his dirtied clothes and resolves to make him work the next day, a Saturday, as punishment.

On Saturday morning, Aunt Polly sends Tom out to whitewash the fence. Jim passes by, and Tom tries to get him to do some of the whitewashing in return for a “white alley,” a kind of made-up phrase. Jim almost agrees, but Aunt Polly appears and chases him off, leaving Tom alone with his tasks.
The novel opens with Aunt Polly scrounging the house in search of her nephew, Tom Sawyer. She finds him in the closet, discovers that his hands are covered with jam, and prepares to give him a whacking. Tom cries out theatrically, “Look behind you!” and when Aunt Polly turns, Tom escapes over the fence. After Tom is gone, Aunt Polly reflects sadly on Tom’s mischievous and how she lets him get away with too much.

Tom comes home at supper time. Aunt Polly is satisfied, think well about his adventures. During supper, Aunt Polly tells Tom about his skipped school that afternoon and what happened, how he told lies, how his collar is still ajar from being caught on a hook in the street, and how he left Aunt Polly a note that he had been out of school. Tom is ashamed, and he asks for forgiveness. Aunt Polly is angry but takes Tom to task for his behavior.

Tom and the new arrival go to bed that night. Tom is exhausted and=getty. While wandering the streets of St. Petersburg, Tom sees a man, a man who looks like Mr. Injun Joe. Tom is scared and eventually chases the man across the way home.

When he returns home in the evening, Tom finds Aunt Polly waiting for him. She notices his dirtied clothes and resolves to make him work the next day, a Saturday, as punishment.

On Saturday morning, Aunt Polly sends Tom out to whitewash the fence. Jim passes by, and Tom tries to get him to do some of the whitewashing in return for a “white alley,” a kind of marble. Jim refuses, but Aunt Polly appears and chases him off, leaving Tom alone with his chores.
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Among the Walking Wounded tells one veteran's experience of PTSD through an intimate personal account, as visceral as it is blunt. In a courageous story of descent and triumph, it tackles the stigma of PTSD head-on and brings an enduring message of struggle and hope for wounded Canadian veterans. This book is a must-read for anyone who cares about Canadian veterans and the dark war they face long after their combat service is ended.
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John Conrad's "Among the Walking Wounded" contains a universe of thought. It is a springboard to places of the mind, a look behind the veil of a Canadian soldier's experience of the Taliban summer of 2006, to coming home to civilian life and back to self.
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Among the walking wounded : soldiers, survival, and PTSD. 
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A gripping account of PTSD, and a stark reminder that, for many, wars go on long after the last shot is fired. In the shadows of army life is a world where friends become monsters, where kindness twists into assault, and where self-loathing and despair become constant companions. Whether you know it by old names like "soldier's heart," "shell shock," or "combat fatigue," post-traumatic stress disorder has
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Book Reviews Review: John Conrad's Among the Walking Wounded and Adam Montgomery's The Invisible Injured explore PTSD in Canadian soldiers
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